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How can we be successful 
with our writing?

• Writing in sentences
• Full stops at the end of sentences
• Capital letters at the start of 

sentences
• Finger spaces between words
• Red words spelt correctly
• Cursive Handwriting



I                                      the                                             
was

to                                      is                                                   
put 

saw                                    me                                              
no                             

she                                     he 

Red Words



The following slides have some different 
contexts upon which the children can base 

their own writing.  Some have sentence 
starters and others have key words or 

pictures to help them.  We would suggest 
that writing of this type was completed 
once a week if possible (or more if you 

would like!)



Fred Fingers

When writing it is SO important to encourage your child to 
have a go at spelling every word independently by using their 

‘Fred Fingers’ to squeeze and identify as many sounds as 
possible. The end result may not be perfect (or even 
readable!) but it is far more important that they feel 

confident to give things a go themselves! 



Which event did you like? Why?
Example sentence: I liked the egg and spoon race. It was fun!

1. Sports Day!



2.
Can you think of a time you felt 

happy? 
What were you doing?

Why did that make you feel happy?



What is your favourite animal? Can you 
describe them?

3.



4.

Write some sentences that 
rhyme!

How many can you think of?



Describe your favourite ice-cream!
Example sentence: I like chocolate. It is sticky!

5.
sticky

delicious

ice cream

cold

soft

yummy

sweet



Instructions!6. Remember –
First
Next
Then

How to set the table -



I went to the desert
What did you see? What did you do? 

7.



8.

What happened next?

run

hide

scared

help

catch
scream



How to make your bed -

10.
Remember –
First
Next
Then

Instructions!


